Informal, fast-paced presentations by Campbell faculty

**Tuesday, February 28**  3:30pm - 4:30pm
Periodicals Reading Room, Wiggins Memorial Library

---

**What excites you most about your research?**
Learning is one of my favorite things to do, so every research project I have been involved with has been something I want to learn more about.

**Describe a stumbling block during your research.**
Always finding something new to add to the research. It was hard to stop. I eventually just had to submit.

**Was there a biggest “Oops!” moment in your research?**
The time I showed up in a loud shirt & shorts to tour a 19th cent. theatre in San Juan, only to learn that they didn’t offer tours & I was definitely inconveniencing & irritating the office staff.

---

**dr. tim bloom**  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*  
Publication rates as a measure of faculty productivity in teaching-focused schools of pharmacy

**dr. amanda parker**  
*Criminal Justice & Homeland Security*  
ISIS and social media

**bert wallace**  
*Theatre Arts*  
Theatre in 16th century Puerto Rico
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